
International Moving Plan

QUESTIONS TO ASK EACH ITEM 

1. Do you NEED it?

2. Do you WANT it?

3. Where will it go? 

4. Can I buy it there?

Discover Costa Rica
E: DogPawsAndSandyHair@gmail.com 

Furniture go through each room and review each piece. 
Need it there?   
Bedrooms,  
Living room,  
Dining Room,  
Kitchen,  
Basement  
Laundry / Storage

Memories: Can you take pictures/scan any photos of items that are 
sentimental to you? Having them digitally archived will greatly assist with the 
amount of STUFF we keep.  All items I don’t really use but want a memory of 
I’ve taken a photo or scanned it into dropbox for keeps.

Medicines: Return to the pharmacy for recycling.  
DO NOT FLUSH or toss it’s bad for the environment. 

Clothing: EDIT EDIT EDIT -we only wear 10% of our closet 
it’s time to edit. Does it fit? Is it in style? Does it suit the  
weather? Is the fabric suitable for the weather there?

Garage Will you be bringing your tools? 
How often will they be used? 
Can you get them there if you need them? 
Where will you store them? 
If you brought them can you sell them where  
you’re going if you don’t need it??

Garden Some people when they retire hire a 
local to care for their yard. Do you need a shovel, 
Rake? Small Garden Tool? Hose?  
Most of the time it’s easier to 

Hobbies What hobbies will you have where you 
are moving too? Golf? Pickleball? Tennis?  
Baseball the list is endless. Bring what you need.

Pets If your bringing your fluffy friends (and I hope 
that you are) they will need things too. Buy food  
locally but they will need harness, bowls etc.

Lighting & Accessories: These items could  
be hard to come by where you’re going. I found 
that lamps really suck in costa rica so if you  
do ship -pack lamps & any decor you want 
if you’re looking for a specific vibe. 

Vehicle This is a big one and requires a little 
research. First what are the import fees / duty  
on vehicles? Is it worth it to bring a car or get 
one over there?

Kids What age are they? Have them help for  
round 1 then edit their stuff. We know kids will 
bring everything if you let them.  
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